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The Mössbauer spectra of monodispersed iron oxide nanoparticles with diameters of 4, 7, 9, and 11 nm have
been measured between 4.2 and 315 K and fitted within the formalism for stochastic fluctuations of the
hyperfine Hamiltonian. In this model, the hyperfine field is assumed to relax between the six ±x, ±y, and ±z
directions in space with a distribution of relaxation rates that is temperature dependent. Muon spin relaxation
measurements have been carried out on the 9 nm particles between 4.2 and 295 K. Both techniques reveal
three regimes in the magnetic dynamics of these nanoparticles. In the low-temperature regime, between 4.2 and
�30 K, the nanoparticle magnetic moments are blocked and a spin-glass-like state is observed with nearly
static hyperfine fields, as is indicated by the well resolved magnetic Mössbauer spectra and the slow exponen-
tial decay of the muon asymmetry functions. In the high-temperature regime, above �125 K, the nanoparticle
magnetic moments and, hence, the hyperfine fields, relax rapidly and a typical thermally activated superpara-
magnetic behavior is observed, as is indicated by the Mössbauer doublet line shape and the muon asymmetry
functions that are unquestionably characteristic of monodispersed nanoparticles. In the intermediate regime
between �30 and 125 K, the Mössbauer spectra are the superposition of broad sextets and doublets and the
muon asymmetry functions have been fitted with a sum of two terms, one relaxing term similar to that observed
at and above 125 K and one term characteristic of static local fields. Hence, in this intermediate regime, the
sample is magnetically inhomogeneous and composed of nanoparticles rapidly and slowly relaxing as a result
of interparticle interactions. The magnetic anisotropy constants determined from both the Mössbauer spectral
and magnetic susceptibility results decrease by a factor �4 with increasing diameter from 4 to 22 nm and
increase linearly with the percentage of iron�III� ions present at the surface of the nanoparticles. The interpar-
ticle interaction energy is estimated to be between 89 and 212 K from the temperature dependence of the
magnetic hyperfine field measured on the 9 nm nanoparticles.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanocomposite materials containing iron nanoparticles
are highly interesting and have been extensively studied both
because of their promising electrical, magnetic, and optical
properties and because of their potential specific applications
in photonics, catalysis, magnetic recording, and biological
sensing.1 The magnetic applications of iron oxide nanopar-
ticles often place specific requirements on the particle size
distribution, such as a narrow size distribution.2 An excellent
control of the crystallinity and the size distribution of iron
oxide nanoparticles has recently been achieved3 and the syn-
thesis of monodispersed nanoparticles of a given diameter
between 4 and 15 nm is now feasible. This synthesis has
been achieved through the thermal decomposition of an iron-
oleate complex which was prepared from the reaction of iron
pentacarbonyl and oleic acid in octyl ether, followed by the
controlled chemical oxidation using �CH3�3NO as a mild

oxidant. Transmission electron microscopy images have
beautifully illustrated4 the two-dimensional hexagonal as-
sembly of these monodispersed particles. Zero-field and field
cooled magnetic susceptibility measurements3,5 on these
monodispersed iron oxide nanoparticles have found blocking
temperatures that increase from 8 to 275 K as their diam-
eters increase from 4 to 15 nm.

Another technique of choice for the study of the magnetic
behavior of iron containing nanoparticles is iron-57 Möss-
bauer spectroscopy. Over the past 20 years, this technique
has been widely used6–9 to characterize small iron oxide par-
ticles with both various size distributions and various intra-
particle and interparticle interactions. The Mössbauer spectra
of �-Fe2O3 nanoparticles typically show rather sharp sextets
at 4.2 K, a more or less broadened doublet at 295 K, and a
superposition of very broad sextets and doublets at interme-
diate temperatures. Such spectra have usually been fitted6,8

with distributions of hyperfine fields resulting from the par-
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ticle diameter distributions; in many other cases the spectra
simply have not been fitted.7

The complex magnetic behavior of �-Fe2O3 nanoparticles
between 4.2 and 295 K, as revealed by both the magnetic
susceptibility and the Mössbauer spectral measurements, has
led to the development of various models. The most substan-
tiated model7 suggests the existence of a spin-glass-like state
at low temperatures and of a transition from this state to a
superparamagnetic state at a higher critical temperature.

The interactions between magnetic nanoparticles have
also been investigated10–14 by magnetic and Mössbauer spec-
tral measurements for a variety of nanoparticles with differ-
ent sizes and compositions. Three regimes have been pro-
posed; first, a collective dynamic regime for the particle
magnetic moments at low temperatures; second, a purely su-
perparamagnetic regime at high temperatures; and third, a
superparamagnetic regime modified by the interparticle inter-
actions at intermediate temperatures. The collective dynamic
regime exhibits13 similarities with a spin-glass regime. How-
ever, the precursor of the spin-glass regime is a paramagnetic
state at high temperature, whereas the precursor of the col-
lective dynamic regime is a superparamagnetic state, a state
that is characterized by a distribution of relaxation times and
blocking temperatures that may be associated with a distri-
bution of particle sizes. Hence, a study of monodispersed
iron oxide nanoparticles is essential to understand the exact
nature of any low-temperature magnetic regime and the tran-
sition between the low- and high-temperature regimes.

Few experimental methods are able to distinguish be-
tween the paramagnetic to spin-glass transition and the su-
perparamagnetic to spin-glass transition. To date ac suscep-
tibility measurements have been used,15 but the nonuniform
size of the �-Fe2O3 nanoparticles has led to broad peaks in
the susceptibility, peaks that are similar to those observed in
a spin-glass material. Thus ac susceptibility measurements
often do not yield a definite conclusion concerning the low-
temperature magnetic state of the �-Fe2O3 nanoparticles.
More recently, the application of �-spin relaxation16 to the
study of magnetic nanoparticles has been proposed. Simula-
tions have indicated that the relaxation functions associated
with the three regimes; first, the collective or blocked or
spin-glass-like regime; second, the intermediate regime; and
third, the superparamagnetic regime, can be differentiated by
�-spin relaxation studies. Furthermore, these simulations
have shown that the shape of the relaxation function is sen-
sitive both to the width of the particle size distribution and to
interparticle interactions.

Herein, the iron-57 Mössbauer spectral and �-spin relax-
ation measurements on monodispersed iron oxide nanopar-
ticles are presented and analyzed both as a function of tem-
perature and particle size. The goals of this study are as
follows: first, to better characterize the low-temperature mag-
netic regime of the nanoparticles; second, to investigate the
promising sensitivity of the �-spin relaxation measurements
to the magnetodynamics of monodispersed nanoparticles;
third, to study the sensitivity of the Mössbauer spectra to the
monodispersed nature of the nanoparticles; and finally, to
compare and contrast the nature of the magnetodynamics
obtained from various different techniques.

II. EXPERIMENT

Monodispersed iron oxide nanoparticles with diameters of
4.0�1�, 7.0�2�, 9.0�2�, and 11.0�2� nm have been prepared as
previously described.3–5 Earlier studies5 have indicated that
these particles have a diameter distribution with a standard
deviation of less than 5%. One-half of this deviation is
quoted above as the accuracy of the particle diameters. These
particles are coated with oleic acid and transmission electron
microscopy4 indicates that there is an �3 nm layer of oleic
acid around the 9 nm particles. Hence, the distance between
the centers of two particles is �12 nm. Similar coatings of
oleic acid exist around the other particles. Furthermore, these
previous studies5 have also indicated that in some cases the
nanoparticles consist of ��-Fe2O3�1−x�Fe3O4�x solid solutions
with x ranging from 0.2 to 0.5. However, the Mössbauer
spectral results presented below do not support the presence
of more than 5%–10% of Fe3O4 in the nanoparticles under-
study herein.

The iron-57 Mössbauer spectra have been measured be-
tween 4.2 and 315 K on a constant acceleration spectrometer
which utilized a rhodium matrix cobalt-57 source and was
calibrated at 295 K with �-iron foil. The isomer shifts are
reported relative to �-iron at 295 K. The absorber thick-
nesses were �44 mg/cm2 of sample.

The �-spin relaxation measurements were carried out on
the GPS instrument at the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen,
Switzerland, with 16 keV spin-polarized muons. The mea-
surements were carried out on the 9 nm iron oxide nanopar-
ticles at an absorber thickness of 150 mg/cm2 in a zero ap-
plied field between 5 and 300 K.

III. MÖSSBAUER SPECTRAL RESULTS

The Mössbauer spectra of the 4, 7, 9, and 11 nm diameter
iron oxide nanoparticles obtained at 295, 85, and 4.2 K are
shown in Figs. 1–3, respectively. At 295 K the spectra con-
sist of a doublet with an additional broadened component, a
component whose area decreases with decreasing diameter.
At 4.2 K the spectral lines are rather narrow and exhibit fully
developed sextets for all of the nanoparticle diameters. In
contrast, as a comparison of Figs. 1–3 clearly indicates, the
four 85 K spectra are somewhat different especially for the
smallest diameter particles. More specifically, as the diam-
eter decreases, the spectra change from rather well-defined
sextets for the 11 nm particles to a spectrum that is domi-
nated by a doublet for the 4 nm particles.

The temperature dependence of the Mössbauer spectra of
the 4 and 9 nm iron oxide nanoparticles is shown in Figs. 4
and 5, respectively. Except for the temperature shift, the
qualitative temperature dependence is similar for both the 4
and 9 nm particles. Starting from well-defined sextets at
4.2 K, the spectra sequentially change to broadened sextets,
to a superposition of highly broadened sextets and doublets,
and, finally, to a broadened doublet at the higher tempera-
tures. As expected, the change to a doublet occurs at lower
temperatures for the 4 nm iron oxide nanoparticles than for
the 9 nm nanoparticles. Hence, the general behavior of the
spectra is similar to that expected for a superparamagnetic
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material at room temperature that is blocked at 4.2 K.
The definition of a blocking temperature for superpara-

magnetic particles is always difficult and different authors
use different definitions. For the purpose of giving at least an
order of magnitude of the blocking temperatures in the
present Mössbauer study, the blocking temperature is herein
defined as the temperature at which the resolved doublet rep-
resents �50% of the Mössbauer spectral absorption area.
The blocking temperatures are thus 120�10�, 225�20�,
230�20�, and �295 K for the 4, 7, 9, and 11 nm particles,
respectively.

Qualitatively, the observed line shape profiles in Figs. 1–5
are similar to those observed in many of the earlier Möss-
bauer studies7,8 of polydispersed iron oxide nanoparticles.
This similarity was at first surprising as a broad distribution
of blocking temperatures and hence of hyperfine fields was
not expected for highly monodispersed iron oxide nanopar-
ticles. The error of ±0.2 nm in the 9 nm diameter particles
corresponds to an expected 7 K distribution in the blocking
temperatures. Because of the monodispersed nature, fits with
a distribution of hyperfine fields, as used in earlier studies,6,8

could not be justified. In contrast, fits with a relaxation pro-
file resulting from fluctuations of the nanoparticle magnetic
moments are easily justified. Hence, the Mössbauer spectra

shown in Figs. 1–5 have been fitted within the stochastic
relaxation model developed by Dattagupta and Blume.17–19

In this model the system randomly adopts different stochastic
states and the Hamiltonian matrix describing each of these
states switches from the initial stochastic state to the final
stochastic state with a probability that is independent of the
initial state. This assumption simplifies the calculations and
is valid in many cases such as for the thermal relaxation of
the magnetic hyperfine field in superparamagnetic materials.
In the fits shown in Figs. 1–5, the magnetic field is assumed
to relax19 between all six of the ±x, ±y, and ±z directions in
space, an assumption that is sufficient to model the relax-
ation of the magnetic field caused by the thermal activation
of the magnetic moment in each nanoparticle. It should be
noted, as expected for spherical nanoparticles, that the spec-
tra could not satisfactorily be modeled with the assumption
that the magnetic field is relaxing anisotropically along the
±z directions in space. Because the Mössbauer spectra at
295 K show the presence of a quadrupole interaction, we
have introduced a quadrupole interaction in the Hamiltonian
used for the fits of the spectra that clearly show the presence
of a doublet. At 4.2 K no sextet quadrupole shift is observed
in the spectra, most likely because of the random orientation
of the hyperfine field relative to the electric field gradient
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The 295 K Mössbauer spectra of the iron
oxide nanoparticles with the indicated diameters.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The 85 K Mössbauer spectra of the iron
oxide nanoparticles with the indicated diameters.
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principal axes. Hence, a zero quadrupole interaction was in-
troduced into the Hamiltonian for the spectra showing mag-
netic order. Further, the broadening of the spectra at interme-
diate temperatures completely dominates any effect of the
quadrupole interaction such that it cannot be detected.

The 4.2 K spectra do not show the complexity of the
4.2 K spectrum of bulk magnetite.20 However, because nano-
particles of Fe3O4 do not exhibit21 the Verwey transition,
their Mössbauer spectra are virtually identical to those of
�-Fe2O3. Hence it is difficult to determine whether or not
magnetite is present5 in the nanoparticles. At 4.2 K the spec-
tra have been fitted with three relaxation profiles with hyper-
fine fields of �50 T, zero quadrupole interactions, slightly
different isomer shifts, and slow relaxation frequencies of a
few MHz. The two most intense sextets are characteristic of
the tetrahedral and octahedral sites of bulk maghemite8 with
slightly different isomer shifts and hyperfine fields, differ-
ences that account for the slight asymmetry in the outer lines
of the 4.2 K spectra. As the temperature increases above
4.2 K, a broad relaxation profile with an intermediate relax-
ation frequency of �10–20 MHz appears and at the highest
temperature, a relaxation doublet with a high frequency of
500–800 MHz dominates the spectrum. The relaxation fre-
quency associated with the narrow doublet has been deter-

mined by finding the lowest frequency that is consistent with
the narrow central doublet, see, for instance, Fig. 4�a�. These
fits revealed that an additional broad component with a
smaller relaxation frequency was superimposed on the nar-
row doublet. In fitting the broad relaxation profile, the hyper-
fine field and the relaxation frequency cannot be simulta-
neously fitted because of the large negative correlation
between these two parameters. Hence, the hyperfine field
was constrained to a value that exhibits weak temperature
dependence, decreasing from �51.5 to �42 T between 4.2
and 295 K. As indicated by the solid lines in Figs. 1–5 the
fits are good to excellent and, as a consequence, they provide
confidence in the adequacy of the relaxation model used
herein. Similar results and fits, not shown, were obtained for
the temperature dependence of the Mössbauer spectra of the
7 and 11 nm particles.

Because it is not possible to discuss the temperature de-
pendence of all the hyperfine parameters fitted in Figs. 1–5,
only the temperature dependence of the weighted average
isomer shift, hyperfine field, and relaxation rate is shown in
Fig. 6 for the 4 and 9 nm particles. The 4.2 K weighted
average isomer shift of 0.45�1� mm/s agrees very well with
the previously reported values.8 This isomer shift is typical
of iron�III� oxide and there is no indication of the presence of
any iron�II� component in the Mössbauer spectra—hence the
particles contain less than 5%–10% of magnetite. The tem-
perature dependence of the isomer shift, see Fig. 6, is similar
for all the nanoparticles, is typical22 of the second-order
Doppler shift, and yields Mössbauer temperatures, �M, of
635�45�, 713�81�, 714�50�, and 647�67� K for the 4, 7, 9, and
11 nm particles, respectively. These �M values are charac-
teristic of iron�III� oxide materials.

The logarithm of the relaxation frequency versus the in-
verse temperature between 4.2 and 295 K for the 4 and 9 nm
iron oxide nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 7. Three relaxation
regimes, between 315 and �125 K a thermally activated su-
perparamagnetic behavior, between �125 and 30 K a super-
paramagnetic behavior modified by interparticle interactions,
and between 30 and 4.2 K a spin-glass-like behavior, are
clearly visible for the 9 nm particles, an observation that
agrees with the three regimes observed in the �-spin relax-
ation studies, see Sec. IV. Similar plots have been obtained
for the 7 and 11 nm nanoparticles, whereas only two relax-
ation regimes are observed for the 4 nm nanoparticles. The
inset in Fig. 7 shows the logarithm of the relaxation fre-
quency versus the inverse temperature between 30 and
295 K for the 4 and 9 nm nanoparticles. The activation en-
ergies in the different regimes are given in Table I. At 4.2 K
the relaxation is very slow and the observed relaxation rate
mimics the slight broadening of the absorption lines, a
broadening that could result from a narrow distribution of
hyperfine fields corresponding to the core and shell iron�III�
ions. At high temperatures, typically above 125 K, a fast
relaxation regime is observed in all the iron oxide nanopar-
ticles. The activation energy of this regime increases from
148�4� to 1326�50� K with increasing particle diameter, as
expected for a superparamagnetic material. In the
intermediate-temperature range, an intermediate relaxation
rate is observed with an activation energy of �100 K in the
7, 9, and 11 nm iron oxide nanoparticles.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The 4.2 K Mössbauer spectra of the iron
oxide nanoparticles with the indicated diameters.
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The temperature dependence of the logarithm of the total
absorption for the 4 and 9 nm iron oxide nanoparticles is
shown in Fig. 6. Similar results have been obtained for the 7
and 11 nm particles and a fit of the results with the Debye
model22 for the Mössbauer spectral absorption area yields
effective Debye temperatures, �D, of 237�4�, 262�17�,
249�9�, and 400�22� K for the 4, 7, 9, and 11 nm nanopar-
ticles, respectively, values that are both smaller than the
440�30� K observed23 for bulk �-Fe2O3 and smaller than the
460�50� and 380�50� K values observed,23 respectively, for
uncoated and coated 12 nm �-Fe2O3 nanoparticles. Indeed, it

would be expected that the spectral absorption area will de-
crease faster with decreasing particle size, because of both
possible vibrations23 of the particles and surface effects. Fur-
thermore, it is interesting to note that at 295 K the absorption
area observed of the 4 nm particles is far lower than ex-
pected on the basis of the Debye fit, see Fig. 6; a similar but
smaller discrepancy is observed at 295 K for the 7 nm par-
ticles. These small absorption areas are an indication, at least
for the 4 and 7 nm particles, that the iron�III� recoil-free
fraction has decreased substantially at 295 K as a result of
the preponderance of iron�III� on the surface of the nanopar-

TABLE I. The magnetic relaxation activation energies and the corresponding magnetic anisotropy
constants.

Diameter
�nm�

Intermediate regime High-temperature regime

Range
�K�

Energy
�K�

Range
�K�

Energy
�K�

K
�104 J /m3�

4.0�1� 30–295 148 30–295 148�4� 4.7�5�
7.0�2� 30–125 112 125–295 453�25� 3.5�5�
9.0�2� 30–120 112 120–295 540�23� 2.0�2�
11.0�2� 80–150 77 150–295 1326�50� 2.6�2�
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FIG. 4. �Color online� ��a� and �b�� The Mössbauer spectra of the 4 nm iron oxide nanoparticles obtained at the indicated
temperatures.
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ticles. The number of iron�III� ions on or near the surface
may be estimated from the size of the particles and the unit
cell volume of bulk �-Fe2O3. If the “surface” is assumed to
consist of one unit-cell layer, then this surface contains 970,
3700, 6400, and 10 000 iron�III� ions and thus 78%, 55%,
46%, and 38% of the iron�III� ions in the particle are con-
tained within the surface of the 4, 7, 9, and 11 nm nanopar-
ticles, respectively. If the surface is assumed to consist of
two unit-cell layers, the corresponding values are 1100,
5500, 10 400, and 16 800 iron�III� ions and 85%, 82%, 73%,
and 65%. Thus, under either assumption, it is clear that a
substantial portion of the iron�III� ions can be considered to
be surface ions—especially in the 4 nm particles. Thus it
seems that the expected reduction in the recoil-free fraction
at and near the surface of a nanoparticle results in the ob-
served decrease in the spectral absorption area for the
smaller particles at the higher temperatures.

IV. �-SPIN RELAXATION RESULTS

For the �-spin relaxation studies, spin-polarized muons
have been implanted into the 9 nm iron oxide nanoparticles.
The spins of the implanted muons rotate about any local field
that is not parallel with their initial polarization24 and thus
any variation in the implantation sites or fields within the
nanoparticles leads to a depolarization of the muon spin. The
mean lifetime of the muon, t�, is 2.2 �s and the muon de-
cays by emitting a positron preferentially in its spin direc-
tion. Therefore a muon-spin depolarization will be mirrored
by a relaxation of the positron-signal asymmetry between
detectors located on opposite sides of the sample along the
initial muon-polarization direction.

Examples of the asymmetry measured at 2, 30, 90, and
250 K under a zero applied field for the 9 nm iron oxide
nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 8. It should be noted that at
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FIG. 5. �Color online� ��a� and �b�� The Mössbauer spectra of the 9 nm iron oxide nanoparticles obtained at the indicated
temperatures.
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250 K, and from 125 to 315 K, the asymmetry decays to
zero after �1 �s, whereas below 125 K, it decays to a non-
zero value, a value that increases to �0.07 at 4 �s at 2 K. In
the superparamagnetic regime, at and above 125 K, the
muons in their various resting environments experience a
distribution of local fields, fields that fluctuate with a relax-

ation time, �. In this regime, the muon-depolarization func-
tion for a fluctuating magnetization in monodispersed
nanoparticles16 is given by

a0Gz�t� = a0 exp�− ��t�0.5� , �1�

where � is the relaxation rate of the muon and a0 represents
the initial asymmetry parameter, which depends mainly on
the instrument geometry and can be obtained by calibration
procedures. In the present measurements a0 was found to be
�0.25. The stretched exponential form of Eq. �1� is a con-
sequence of averaging over different fluctuating local fields
at different muon sites. In this model, the muon relaxation
rate is proportional to the nanoparticle magnetic moment
fluctuation time, �, and to the square of the width of the field
distribution. By assuming a Lorentzian field distribution with
a half width at half maximum, 	B, the muon relaxation rate
at a temperature, T, can be expressed as

��T� = 4���	B�2��T� , �2�

where �� is the muon gyromagnetic ratio, given by �� /2

=135.5 MHz/T.

At and above 125 K, the asymmetry data have been suc-
cessfully fitted with Eq. �1� confirming the excellent mono-
dispersed nature of the 9 nm iron oxide nanoparticles. If a
distribution of rates was present, the power law in the asym-
metry function would significantly vary25 from the observed
value of 0.5. The fit of the asymmetry function, a0Gz�t�, at

FIG. 6. �Color online� The temperature dependence of the
weighted average isomer shift, hyperfine field, and relaxation rate,
and the logarithm of the total absorption area for the 4 nm, red
circles, and the 9 nm, blue squares, diameter particles. The dashed
and solid straight lines in the temperature dependence of the hyper-
fine field are the results of fits with Eq. �7�, below the blocking
temperature and between 4.2 and 295 K, respectively. The reader
should note that the 4 nm 295 K data point for the logarithm of the
total absorption area is not included in the Debye model fit shown.
The error bars for the isomer shifts, hyperfine fields, and the loga-
rithm of the total areas are approximately the size of the data points.
The error bars for the relaxation frequency are either shown or are
approximately the size of the data points.

FIG. 7. �Color online� The logarithm of the weighted average
relaxation frequency versus 1/T obtained for the 4 nm diameter, red
circles, and 9 nm diameter, blue squares, iron oxide nanoparticles.
Inset: the logarithm of the relaxation frequency versus 1/T for the 4
and 9 nm diameter iron oxide nanoparticles, obtained above 4.2 K.
The solid, dashed, and dash-dotted lines are the linear least-square
fits in the high-, intermediate-, and low-temperature regimes,
respectively.
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250 K with Eq. �1� is shown in Fig. 8 as the solid line, and
the 125–315 K temperature dependence of the correspond-
ing relaxation rate, �, is shown in Fig. 9.

Below 125 K the local fields experienced by the muons
become progressively more static with decreasing tempera-
ture. Thus below 125 K the ensemble of muons must be
divided into two parts, the first part, a1, experiences a relax-
ing field in a fashion similar to that observed above 125 K
but with a reduced relaxation rate, �, whereas the second
part, a2, experiences a broad distribution of static local fields.
The observation of two components in the �-spin relaxation
signal, with respective weights, a1 and a2, reflects a volume
segregation, with a volume fraction, a1 /a0, still exhibiting a
paramagnetic state and a fraction, a2 /a0, exhibiting a static
magnetic state. Because the sample is a powder, this latter
volume fraction is itself represented by a two-component
asymmetry function. Furthermore, because the sample is
polycrystalline, the first subcomponent, with a relative
weight of 2a2 /3, should show oscillations, whereas the sec-
ond subcomponent, with a relative weight of a2 /3, should
show only an exponential decay if dynamic relaxation is still
present.26 This latter part represents muons having their ini-
tial polarization align along the local field. As is shown at 90,
30, and 2 K in Fig. 8, no oscillations are observed below
120 K, most likely because the muons experience a large
local field and/or a broad distribution of the local fields.
Hence, all the results obtained below 125 K have been fitted
with the expression

a0Gz�t� = a1 exp�− ��t�0.5� + �a2/3�exp�− �t� , �3�

where the sum of a1 and a2 has been kept equal to the initial
asymmetry, i.e., a0=0.25, in order to take into account the
constant total volume of the sample. Just below the 120 K
transition � is �0.07 �s−1, a small value that reflects some
residual fluctuations in the nearly static magnetic volume.
The value of � decreases gradually upon further cooling, a
decrease that is an indication of an essentially static magnetic
state at the lowest temperatures. All the fits obtained are
excellent, and the resulting relaxation rate, �, decreases with
decreasing temperature, as is shown below 125 K in Fig. 9.
The volume fraction of the sample, a1, experiencing the su-
perparamagnetic relaxation also decreases with decreasing
temperature below 125 K, as is shown in Fig. 10. The tem-
perature dependence of a2 was fitted with the expression

a2 = a0�1 − �T/Tc���, �4�

with Tc=125 K and �=0.72.

FIG. 8. The �-spin relaxation asymmetry functions for the 9 nm
diameter iron oxide nanoparticles obtained at the indicated tempera-
tures. The solid lines are the results of the fits discussed in the text.
The error bars are indicated on every fifth data point.
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The temperature dependence of the muon relaxation rate,
�, see Fig. 9, is at a maximum at 125 K, corresponding to
the blocking temperature as probed by the muons.27 This
maximum reflects the broad distribution of local fields cre-
ated by the nanoparticles, nanoparticles that exhibit a broad
distribution of relaxation rates, as is indicated by the Möss-
bauer spectra. In agreement with Eq. �2� above the blocking
temperature, the observed reduction of � reflects an increase
in the fluctuation rate of the magnetic moment of the nano-
particles. Below the blocking temperature, the observed de-
crease in � reflects a decrease of the field distribution at the
muon site resulting from interparticle dipolar interactions,
interactions which modify the superparamagnetic
behavior.7–9

The temperature dependence of the relaxation rate at and
above 125 K is shown in an Arrhenius plot in Fig. 11. The
linear fit shown in Fig. 11 yields an intrinsic relaxation rate
of 6�1� MHz and an activation energy, Eact, of 356�20� K.
This activation energy and the 382 nm3 volume of a 9 nm
diameter nanoparticle yields an anisotropy constant, K, of
1.3�1�104 J /m3.

At this point, it is worth noting that the exact stopping site
of the muons is not known and it could be inside the par-
ticles, in the oleic acid surrounding the particles, or at this
interface. However, the successful fits above 125 K with Eq.
�1� indicate that the muons experience only one relaxation

rate and thus experience similar environments in their differ-
ent stopping sites. Furthermore, the absence of the oscillating
component in Eq. �3� strongly suggests that the majority of
the muons stop inside the nanoparticles, where they experi-
ence a large field.

V. DISCUSSION

From both the Mössbauer spectral and �-spin relaxation
measurements on monodispersed iron oxide nanoparticles,
three magnetodynamic regimes have been identified between
4.2 and 315 K. The temperature range of each of these re-
gimes depends on the particle diameter, as is indicated in
Table I. The low-temperature regime is a spin-glass-like re-
gime, the high-temperature regime is a thermally activated
superparamagnetic regime, and the intermediate-temperature
regime is a superparamagnetic regime modified by dipolar
interparticle magnetic interactions. The existence of this in-
termediate regime is unexpected for monodispersed particles,
but it is strongly supported by both the Mössbauer spectral
and �-spin relaxation results. The activation energies ob-
served in the intermediate-temperature regime by Mössbauer
spectroscopy decrease from 148 to 77 K with increasing di-
ameter, see Table I. This small factor of 2 change indicates
that the dynamic process taking place in the intermediate-
temperature regime must be controlled by interparticle inter-
actions rather than by the particle volume. Further more,
these small activation energies, as compared with those ob-
served in the high-temperature regime, see Table I, indicate
that they are associated with the reversal of one or a few
atomic spins at the surface of the particles rather than with
the reversal of the magnetic moment of an entire particle.
The intermediate-temperature regime is similar to the collec-
tive magnetic excitation regime described by Mørup and
co-workers.28–31 In contrast, in the high-temperature regime,
the activation energies increase from 148 to 1326 K with in-
creasing diameter, i.e., a factor of 10 increase. This large
change indicates that the dynamic process occurring in the
high-temperature regime must be controlled by the particle
volume.

The blocking temperatures reported from the magnetic
susceptibility,3,5 Mössbauer spectral, and �-spin relaxation
measurements are given in Table II. Because the characteris-
tic measuring times of these techniques are different, the
blocking temperatures are different. The characteristic time,
�m, of magnetic susceptibility, �-spin relaxation, and Möss-

TABLE II. Blocking temperatures, TB, and corresponding magnetic anisotropy constants, K.

Diameter
�nm�

Magnetic susceptibilitya �-spin relaxation Mössbauer spectroscopy

TB �K� K �104 J /m3� TB �K� K �104 J /m3� TB �K� K �104 J /m3�

4.0�1� 25 20 120 19.5

7.0�2� 40 12.5 225 6.9

9.0�2� 110 7.5 125 4.2; 1.3�1�b 230 3.3

11.0�2� 190 4.0 295 2.3

aValues obtained from Ref. 4.
bValue obtained from the temperature dependence of the relaxation rate.
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FIG. 11. The logarithm of the �-spin relaxation rate, �, obtained
between 125 and 315 K versus 1/T for the 9 nm nanoparticles.
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bauer spectral measurements are of the order of 10, �10−6,
and 510−9 s, respectively. As a result, in the magnetic sus-
ceptibility measurements, the magnetic moment of the nano-
particles is blocked at temperatures lower than those ob-
served in the �-spin relaxation and the iron-57 Mössbauer
spectral measurements.

The magnetic anisotropy constant, K, of the nanoparticles
can be obtained from the blocking temperatures observed by
the three different techniques from

KV = ln��m/�0�kBTB, �5�

where �m is the characteristic time of the measurements, �0 is
the intrinsic fluctuation time of the nanoparticles, kB is Bolt-
zmann’s constant, TB is the blocking temperature, and V is
the particle volume. The anisotropy constants determined
from Eq. �5� by using �0=10−10 s, a typical value,6,30,31 and
the �m values given above, are given in Table II. All these
values are in fair agreement and are larger than the magne-
tocrystalline anisotropy of 0.47104 J /m3 observed in bulk
�-Fe2O3. The difference between the bulk and the observed
magnetic anisotropy constants results from a combination of
surface magnetic anisotropy and interparticle interactions of
the nanoparticles. Indeed, interacting �-Fe2O3 nanoparticles
synthesized24 by a coprecipitation technique have an aniso-
tropy constant of 0.35104 J /m3, i.e., they approach the
bulk value. In contrast, noninteracting particles32–34 have val-
ues of the order of 10104 J /m3. In the following discus-
sion we try to separate the surface and interparticle influ-
ences and to determine whether or not there is a volume
dependence of the magnetic anisotropy constant for the
monodispersed iron oxide nanoparticles understudy.

The magnetic anisotropy constants of the 4, 7, 9, and
11 nm diameter nanoparticles have also been obtained from
the activation energy of the thermally activated superpara-
magnetic behavior observed in the Mössbauer spectra and
are given in Table I. The values obtained for the 9 and 11 nm
nanoparticles are in excellent agreement with the value of
2.1�3�104 J /m3 obtained35 for polydispersed spherical
maghemite nanoparticles with a mean diameter of
10.3�5� nm. Further more, an anisotropy constant of 1.3�1�
104 J /m3 has been obtained from the activation energy
determined from the �-spin relaxation rate above 125 K for
the 9 nm diameter nanoparticles. This value is significantly
different from the 2.0�2�104 J /m3 value obtained by
Mössbauer spectroscopy, a difference that may be related to
the different types of relaxations observed by the two tech-
niques, i.e., the relaxation of the local magnetic field at the
muon resting site and the relaxation of the magnetic hyper-
fine field at the iron-57 nucleus. All of the magnetic aniso-
tropy constants obtained from activation energies, see Table
I, are smaller than those obtained from the blocking tempera-
tures, see Table II. We believe that, as previously observed30

for hematite nanoparticles, the magnetic anisotropy constants
obtained from the activation energies in the high-temperature
thermally activated superparamagnetic regime are less de-
pendent on the interparticle interactions and more dependent
on the volume.

Because of differing results reported4,5 earlier for the di-
ameter dependence of the magnetic anisotropy constants, the

magnetic anisotropy constants reported earlier and in Table I
have been plotted as a function of particle diameter in Fig.
12; the solid lines in this figure are the result of linear least-
squares fits. In this figure, the 5 nm, 20104 J /m3 value
reported in Ref. 4 has been omitted. We conclude that both
sets of anisotropy constants indicate that the monodispersed
iron oxide nanoparticles exhibit a decrease in magnetic an-
isotropy with increasing diameter. Of course, as mentioned
above, the magnetic anisotropy constants obtained from
Mössbauer spectroscopy, the circles in Fig. 12, are smaller
than those obtained from magnetic susceptibility measure-
ments, the blue squares in Fig. 12. However, there is a vir-
tually diameter independent difference between the two sets
of values, a difference that could result from the contribution
of interparticle interactions to the magnetic anisotropy.

In an attempt to further investigate the surface contribu-
tion, the magnetic anisotropy constants of the monodispersed
iron oxide nanoparticles obtained from Refs. 4 and 5, and
from the present Mössbauer spectral studies have been plot-
ted as a function of the percentage of iron�III� ions present in
a one unit-cell shell at the surface of the nanoparticles, see
Fig. 13. The solid lines are the results of fits with the linear
equation

K = Kb�1 − p� + Ksp , �6�

where p is the percentage iron�III� on the surface, Kb is the
bulk anisotropy constant of �-Fe2O3 and is constrained to
0.47, and Ks is the magnetic anisotropy for the surface shell;
K, Kb, and Ks have units of 104 J /m3. If a surface shell of
0.35 nm thickness6 is used, a similar linear correlation is
observed. The fits are reasonably good and support the idea
that there is a substantial contribution of the surface to the
magnetic anisotropy of the nanoparticles understudy.

The temperature dependence of the weighted average hy-
perfine field is similar for the 4 and 9 nm particles and is
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shown in Fig. 6. The decrease with increasing temperature is
larger than that observed in bulk �-Fe2O3. This larger de-
crease has been reported earlier and discussed in terms of
either spin canting8 at the surface of the nanoparticles or
collective magnetic excitations6,30,31,35–37 in the grains. In the
latter model, the temperature dependence of the weighted
average hyperfine field below the blocking temperature of
the nanoparticles follows the expression

Bhf�T� = B0�1 − �kBT/�2KV + 3kBT*��� , �7�

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, K is the magnetic an-
isotropy constant of a nanoparticle, V is the volume of the
particle, and T* is a temperature characteristic of the ex-
change anisotropy between particles, i.e., a measure of the
interparticle interactions. The dashed and solid lines fitting
the hyperfine field in Fig. 6 are the results of fits with Eq. �7�,
below the blocking temperature and between 4.2 and 295 K,
respectively. By using the known volume of the 9 nm par-
ticles and the anisotropy constants of 1.3104 and 2.0
104 J /m3, obtained from the �-spin relaxation and Möss-
bauer spectral studies, respectively, T* values of 212 and
89 K are obtained. These temperatures are smaller than the
550 K value observed for 5.5 nm �-iron nanoparticles, for
which the magnetic interactions were described as strong,
and also smaller than the 320 K estimated35 dipolar contri-
bution to the magnetic anisotropy energy for interacting
7–10 nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles. Hence, as has been pointed5

out earlier, the iron oxide nanoparticles understudy herein
exhibit some interparticle magnetic interactions.

The dipolar field created by one 9 nm particle of
maghemite at a distance of 12 nm is estimated to be �0.03 T
and, hence, the magnetic energy associated with the orienta-
tion of the magnetic moment of another 9 nm particle in this

field is �510−21 J or a temperature of �300 K, a value
that is comparable to those quoted above.

The relaxation frequencies obtained by Mössbauer spec-
troscopy and �-spin relaxation are different and are not di-
rectly comparable. In Mössbauer spectroscopy, the relaxation
frequency is the frequency of the hyperfine field probed by
the iron-57 nuclei, whereas in �-spin relaxation, it is the
relaxation frequency of the local field probed by the muon at
its decay site. The relaxation frequencies measured by Möss-
bauer spectroscopy are larger than those measured by muon-
spin relaxation, a difference that is in agreement with the
characteristic times of the two techniques.

The observed broadening of the Mössbauer spectra was
rather unexpected on the basis of the monodispersed nature
of the nanoparticles, a property that should lead to one well-
defined relaxation rate for the hyperfine field above and be-
low the blocking temperature if the interparticle interactions
are negligible. In contrast, a distribution of relaxation rates,
which has been modeled with several relaxation rates in the
present fits, is observed. This distribution of relaxation rates
results from the differing interparticle interactions, interac-
tions that result from the various different three-dimensional
packing arrangements, faults in the aggregated nanoparticles,
different near-neighbor environments of the different nano-
particles, and a small but nonzero distribution in the diam-
eters of the nanoparticles.

On the basis of both the Mössbauer spectral and �-spin
relaxation results, we can propose a description of the mag-
netic state of the nanoparticle samples at intermediate and
low temperatures. As the temperature decreases below
125 K, the interparticle magnetic interactions for some of the
particles are strong enough to produce collective alignment
of the magnetic moment in a few neighboring nanoparticles,
i.e., to form a small cluster that would be rather similar to a
domain in a ferromagnetic material. Upon further cooling,
magnetic “percolation” expands and, below �30 K, extends
the collective alignment throughout the entire material. Thus,
in the intermediate-temperature regime, the sample would
consist of an ensemble of clusters with frozen spins, ob-
served as the sextets in the Mössbauer spectra and as the
fraction a2 in the �-spin relaxation results, immerged in a sea
of unfrozen spins, observed as the doublet in the Mössbauer
spectra and as the fraction a1 in the �-spin relaxation results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The goals of this study, as given in the Introduction, have
been achieved. The �-spin relaxation measurements clearly
reveal the monodispersed nature of the nanoparticles, a na-
ture that is confirmed by the experimentally unchecked
model proposed by Lord.16

Both the �-spin relaxation and Mössbauer spectral mea-
surements have identified three regimes of magnetodynamic
behavior between 4.2 and 300 K. The high-temperature re-
gime is a thermally activated superparamagnetic regime with
an activation energy increasing with increasing particle di-
ameter. The low-temperature regime is a spin-glass-like re-
gime. The existence of the intermediate regime in the mag-
netodynamics of monodispersed nanoparticles is unexpected
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but its presence is well supported by both the �-spin relax-
ation and Mössbauer spectral results. A qualitative descrip-
tion of the freezing of the spins in this regime has been
proposed.

The Mössbauer spectra are not fully sensitive to the
monodispersed nature of the particles because of substantial
particle interactions, interactions that occur in spite of the
oleic acid coating. Because fits with hyperfine field distribu-
tions commonly used to fit the Mössbauer spectra of poly-
dispersed nanoparticles were not justified, the Mössbauer
spectra of the monodispersed particles have been success-
fully fitted with a relaxation model that is consistent with the
nearly spherical shape of the particles.
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